National Convention elects two Diversity Vice-President (DVP) positions on CUPE’s National Executive Board, one representing racialized members and the other representing Aboriginal members.

Delegates will now be automatically registered for the DVP Selection Caucuses if they self-identify as a racialized or Aboriginal member on the convention credential form.

Registration for these caucuses will also be available outside the caucus rooms at National Convention, beginning an hour before the caucuses, for those who didn’t self-identify on their credential form.

Racialized and Aboriginal members who intend to vote in the DVP Selection Caucuses must be delegates with full credentials to the CUPE National Convention and self-identify as a racialized or Aboriginal member. An alternate delegate can vote in a DVP Selection Caucus only when replacing a delegate from the same chartered organization and only if in possession of that delegate’s badge. The alternate must also self-identify as a racialized or Aboriginal member.